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Young Amar'e Stoudemire is back in the all-star basketball adventure--STAT: Standing Tall and

Talented!Eleven-year-old Amar'e Stoudemire has been playing so much basketball lately it feels like

he doesn't have time to do all the things he used to love. His team needs him because he is one of

the best players on the court despite also being one of the youngest.When some of the older kids

get on Amar'e for not being able to dunk, he sets a goal to make that happen soon. But when

Amar'e's playing time is put on hold, he'll have to come to terms with all of the other things he's

been neglecting.Based on the life of All-Star NBA sensation Amar'e Stoudemire, who overcame

many obstacles to become one of the most popular figures in sports today.
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In the third episode of NBA All-Star Stoudemireâ€™s fictional but semiautobiographical series,

sixth-grader Amarâ€™e suffers a painful eye injury while prepping for a middle-school exhibition

tournament. Along with turning mild razzing into acceptance when he shows up in school with a

patch (and then safety goggles), Amarâ€™e muscles up in hopes of sinking his first slam dunk. As

usual the b-ball action and jargon flies fast and free, friends and family receive positive depictions,

and hard work leads to triumph on the court. Grades 4-7. --John Peters --This text refers to an out of



print or unavailable edition of this title.

Amar'e Stoudemire, Captain of the New York Knicks and a six-time NBA All-Star, is a

well-respected professional basketball player who has left his mark on the game and the community

through his award winning outreach. He is focused on creatively inspiring youth to avoid poverty

through education. He is the father of three children.

Liked

I purchased these for a teacher in my school district as requested. She has been very happy with

them so far.

Amar'e Stoudemire wrote a fantastic series!! Stories are relatable and relevant which makes for an

enjoyable read.

When he was injured he worked on his jumping skills for dunking

This book was great very descriptive and you could totally imagine Amar'e Studomire and his life.

All though I will definitely need to read the rest of this amazing series

Very inspirational! It's very interesting to read!

I thought this book was amazing because Amare showed all of us that no matter what happens to

you your friends will always be there to help!!!

Reason I choose this rating is because I liked it. There was nothing to disliike about this product.

yes would recommend this product.
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